VEDANTA FABRICS is into manufacturing of non woven fabric shopping bags,
which comes in different pattern, different sizes & different colors as per the needs
of the consumers. Avail from us a wide range of fabric carry bags that finds wide
application in varied industries for packaging purpose & also is used in mall
culture.
The bags are used in many states in India and very soon it will be used in all states
in India as all of us know plastic bags are not eco friendly and are getting banned in
country, Government is taking strict action to stop the use of plastic bags.
Features:


Attractive choice of colors & sizes



Beautiful prints of company identity



Durable



Attractive designs



Elegant patterns



Environment Friendly

We bring forth an extensive range of shopping bags for the customers. Finest quality
of fabric is used for the manufacturing these Bags, which makes them at par with
the quality standards. These products are widely used for shopping purposes.
Our eco friendly shopping bags will carry the environmental message to a world
ready to embrace a brighter ecological future. Using eco‐friendly reusable shopping
bags instead of plastic bags is a culture, which will evolve over time. We make the
“move in the right direction” easier by providing a bag that rolls up and becomes a
lightweight and portable. We have pushed the eco‐design on priority to bring you
guilt‐free shopping bags.
Nearly every departmental store and boutique, countless sports shops, software
retailers, food emporiums, and one‐of‐a‐kind specialty shops around the world,
provide custom designed shopping bags for customers to take away.
Our executives will discuss your requirement and provide an appropriate solution.
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PRODUCTS
D-Cuts Bags
Our company specializes in offering quality D-Cut Bags, which meet the
variegated requirements of our clientele. Available in various colors and
sizes, these have their applications in retail stores and trade shows. These
bags are of eco friendly nature, bio degradabil, quality raw material is
employed, are light weight, easy to carry and reusable. Also, these are
customized and are offered at cost effective prices to meet the client’s
requirements accordingly.

U-Cut Bags
We specialize in offering quality U-Cut Bags, which meet the variegated
requirements of our clientele. Our company ensures that high grade raw
material for making these bags. These are appreciated for the features like
reusability, comfortable feel and eco friendly nature. Available in various
sizes and colors, these are customized according to the client’s specific
requirements.

Loop Handle Bags
Our company also offers quality Loop Handle Bags, available in various
colors, shapes, sizes and designs, these are customized according to the
client’s specific requirements. These are appreciated for the features like
multipurpose usage, good appearance, durability and strength. These are
mainly used for shopping, carrying boxes and clothes. We use 45 gm fabric
for making these bags and ensure that only quality raw material is
employed in the products manufactured.

Sweet/ Shoe Box Carry Bags
We also specialize in offering quality utility bags for Sweet Shops, Bakeries
& Shoe industries, which meets the multi-requirements of our clients.
These are appreciated for the features like eco-friendly, recyclability
spacious and durability. These products ensure to protect the goods from
dust and dirt and thus retain their elegant look & freshness. Available in
various colors and designs, these are customized according to the client’s
specific requirements.
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